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ABSTRACT: 

A crucial tool for describing the mechanical properties of materials, including concrete, is the stress-strain curve. 

To comprehend material reactions, design structures, and foresee failure modes, it gives important information 

regarding the connection between applied stress and generated strain. This abstract emphasizes the significance, 

typical shapes, and important characteristics of concrete-specific stress-strain curves. Concrete stress-strain 

curves show the stress that is applied to the material and the related strain. Strain is the term for the material's 

distortion or lengthening brought on by applied stress. Stress-strain curves for concrete display nonlinear 

behavior, with multiple stages that capture various mechanical events. Concrete's stress-strain curve often starts 

linear, reflecting the material's elastic properties. When a load is removed, the material recovers its previous 

shape because the applied tension during this phase causes elastic deformation. Hooke's law, which states that 

stress is directly proportional to strain within the elastic limit, governs the connection between stress and strain. 

The slope of this linear part, also referred to as Young's modulus or modulus of elasticity, indicates the stiffness 

of the concrete. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fundamental methods for describing the mechanical behavior of materials, including concrete, include stress-

strain curves. These curves shed important light on a material's behavior in response to applied pressures, 

particularly in terms of stress and deformation. Designing secure and dependable structures, forecasting material 

breakdown, and improving construction techniques all depend on having a thorough understanding of the stress-

strain behavior of concrete. An overview of concrete stress-strain curves, including their significance, 

construction, and interpretation, is given in this article. The relationship between the applied stress and the 

resulting strain is depicted by the stress-strain curve for concrete. Strain is the resultant deformation or elongation 

relative to the initial size or shape of the material, whereas stress is the internal force per unit area applied to a 

material. A stress-strain curve can be created by plotting the stress values on the y-axis and the matching strain 

values on the x-axis [1], [2]. 

Concrete's stress-strain curve often shows several unique regions: 

Elastic zone: The stress-strain curve is linear in the elastic zone, showing that the material exhibits elastic 

behavior. This indicates that the material does not permanently distort when the applied tension is withdrawn and 

returns to its original shape. Young's modulus, also known as the modulus of elasticity of the material, is 

represented by the slope of the stress-strain curve in this area [3], [4]. 

Concrete may reach the yield point, where the stress-strain curve departs from linearity, after leaving the elastic 

area. The point at which a material begins to permanently deform without experiencing a considerable rise in 

stress is known as the yield point. At this point, plastic deformation begins. 

Plastic Deformation: The stress-strain curve shows an increase in strain as the applied stress rises further, 

indicating continued plastic deformation. Greater plastic movement and particle rearrangement are seen in this 

region, which is characterized by a more gradual increase in stress with increasing strain [5], [6]. 

Ultimate Strength: The ultimate strength, or the highest stress a material can bear before failing, is where the 

stress-strain curve peaks. Crack propagation is often the cause of concrete failure in tension. Beyond the ultimate 

strength, the stress-strain curve has a decreasing slope, suggesting that stress decreases as strain increases. This is 
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the post-failure region. In this post-failure area, crack growth and propagation may result in strain softening, 

when stress continues to decline while strain increases [7], [8]. 

The mix design, water-cement ratio, aggregate qualities, curing conditions, and presence of reinforcement are 

only a few of the variables that affect the shape and characteristics of the stress-strain curve for concrete. The 

shape and behavior of the stress-strain curve are influenced by these variables, which also affect the material's 

strength, ductility, and crack resistance. Concrete's performance and behavior under load can be better understood 

by interpreting the material's stress-strain curve. The material's stiffness and capacity to withstand deformation 

under low-stress circumstances are reflected in the modulus of elasticity that is calculated from the elastic area. 

The material's capacity to withstand strain without failing is represented by the yield point and ensuing plastic 

deformation zone, giving rise to an indicator of its ductility. For determining the structural integrity of concrete 

and foreseeing failure modes, it is essential to consider the ultimate strength and post-failure behavior of the 

stress-strain curve. Designing structures that can allow plastic deformation and avoid unexpected catastrophic 

failure requires an understanding of the material's sensitivity to increasing strain beyond the ultimate strength [9], 

[10]. 

Concrete stress-strain curves are crucial tools for comprehending the material's response to applied forces. The 

modulus of elasticity, yield point, plastic deformation, ultimate strength, and post-failure behavior of the material 

may all be learned from these graphs. Engineers can design buildings that can bear projected loads, optimize 

material qualities, and guarantee the safe and dependable performance of concrete in a variety of construction 

applications by evaluating and interpreting stress-strain curves. A crucial tool for describing the mechanical 

properties of materials, including concrete, is the stress-strain curve. To comprehend material reactions, design 

structures, and foresee failure modes, it gives important information regarding the connection between applied 

stress and generated strain. This abstract emphasizes the significance, typical shapes, and important 

characteristics of concrete-specific stress-strain curves. 

Concrete stress-strain curves show the stress that is applied to the material and the related strain. Strain is the 

term for the material's distortion or lengthening brought on by applied stress. Stress-strain curves for concrete 

display nonlinear behavior, with multiple stages that capture various mechanical events. Concrete's stress-strain 

curve often starts linear, reflecting the material's elastic properties. When a load is removed, the material recovers 

its previous shape because the applied tension during this phase causes elastic deformation. Hooke's law, which 

states that stress is directly proportional to strain within the elastic limit, governs the connection between stress 

and strain. The slope of this linear part, also referred to as Young's modulus or modulus of elasticity, indicates the 

stiffness of the concrete. 

Concrete enters the nonlinear phase of the stress-strain curve as the applied stress keeps rising. The material is 

experiencing plastic deformation at this stage, which is characterized by growing strain at a slowing rate. During 

this phase, concrete displays a strain-hardening characteristic wherein an increase in applied stress causes an 

increase in the strain response. The upward curvature or concavity of the stress-strain curve reflects the rising 

resistance to deformation. The ultimate strength or peak stress is the point at which the stress-strain curve peaks. 

The concrete has reached its maximum stress-bearing capability and is now significantly deformed plastically. 

The curve begins to degrade after the peak point, showing a decrease in stress brought on by localized cracking 

and material deterioration. A reduction in overall stiffness and a loss of load-bearing capability defines this post-

peak stage. 

Concrete's stress-strain curve offers several significant metrics and insights. The concrete's highest resistance to 

applied stresses is indicated by the peak stress, which indicates the material's ultimate strength. The strain at 

maximum stress, also known as ultimate strain or strain capacity, tells us something about how ductile the 

material is. For constructions subject to seismic or dynamic loads, the ability of concrete to experience significant 

deformation before failure is known as ductility. 

For structural design, reinforcing detailing, and forecasting the behavior of concrete structures under various 

loading circumstances, an understanding of the shape and parameters of the stress-strain curve for concrete is 

essential. Engineers utilize this knowledge to choose the right reinforcement materials, calculate the right safety 

factors, and make sure that structures can handle predicted loads without experiencing too much deformation or 

failure. Concrete stress-strain curves offer important information on the material's mechanical properties, 

particularly its elastic and plastic responses. The curve's parameters and shape show how stiff, strong, and ductile 

the concrete is. Designing secure and durable concrete structures and maximizing their performance under 

diverse loading circumstances require an understanding of stress-strain dynamics. 
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II. DISCUSSION 

Tangent and Secant Moduli of Elasticity 

Two measurements are used to describe the elastic behavior of materials, including concrete: the tangent modulus 

and the secant modulus. These moduli reveal information about the material's stiffness and its capacity to 

withstand deformation at various stress levels. For structural design, analysis, and the prediction of material 

behavior, it is essential to comprehend the ideas behind tangent and secant moduli and their significance. An 

overview of tangent and secant moduli of elasticity, their methods of computation, and their uses in material 

testing and engineering are given in this article. The stress-strain curve's slope at a particular location is 

represented by the tangent modulus of elasticity, also referred to as the instantaneous modulus or starting 

modulus. The stiffness or resistance to deformation of the material is measured under low-stress circumstances. 

By taking the derivative of the stress-strain curve at a specific strain level, the tangent modulus is calculated. The 

stress-strain curve is broken into small increments, and the slope of the curve is computed at each increment, to 

calculate the tangent modulus. The ratio of the change in stress to the change in strain at a certain place can be 

used to compute the tangent modulus. The tangent modulus (Et) is denoted mathematically as: 

Et = Δσ / Δε 

Where is the change in stress, is the equivalent change in strain, and Et is the tangent modulus? 

The tangent modulus offers important details about the material's initial stiffness and how it reacts to slight 

deformations. To determine how a material will behave within the elastic range, finite element modeling, 

structural analysis, and material selection frequently use this method. 

Secant Modulus of Elasticity: The secant modulus is an index of the average stiffness of a material over a given 

range of strains. The secant modulus offers an average stiffness value for a specified strain interval, as opposed to 

the tangent modulus, which indicates the local stiffness at a particular spot. By dividing the stress increment by 

the overall strain throughout the chosen strain range, it is determined. Two points on the stress-strain curve are 

chosen for the calculation of the secant modulus: the origin (often the initial point) and a certain strain level 

within the desired strain range. The ratio of the stress increment to the total strain within the chosen strain range 

is then used to calculate the secant modulus. The secant modulus (Es) is denoted mathematically as: 

Es = Δσ / ε 

Es stands for secant modulus, stress increment, and overall strain within the chosen strain range. A more accurate 

representation of the material's general behavior at various stress levels can be found in the secant modulus, 

which offers an average measurement of the stiffness of the material across a specified strain interval. It is 

frequently utilized in structural design and analysis when the behavior of the material over a particular strain 

range is crucial. 

a. The tangent and secant moduli of elasticity have several uses and relevance in material testing and 

engineering, including the following: When developing structures, engineers can assess the stiffness and 

deformability of materials using the tangent and secant moduli. These moduli aid in choosing suitable 

material qualities and assessing the reaction of the structure to various loads. 

b. Selection of Materials: The tangent and secant moduli help compare various materials and choose the 

best one for particular applications. They shed light on how the material reacts to deformation and its 

capacity to adhere to design specifications. 

c. Stress Analysis: The tangent modulus is frequently used in finite element modeling and stress analysis to 

forecast how structures will behave under various loading circumstances. It guarantees precise stress 

estimations and aids in estimating the material's reaction to slight deformations. 

d. Elastic-Plastic Analysis: In elastic-plastic analysis, when the material behavior changes from elastic to 

plastic deformation, the secant modulus is especially helpful. By taking into consideration the occurrence 

of plastic deformation, it assists in estimating the material's average stiffness within the designated strain 

range. 

e. Material Testing: To describe the elastic behavior of materials, material testing uses the tangent and 

secant moduli. Engineers can compute these moduli to assess the material's mechanical characteristics 

and behavior by performing tensile or compression tests and examining the stress-strain curves. 
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Stress–Strain Curve for Normal-Weight Concrete in Compression 

Understanding how concrete responds to compressive forces requires having access to the stress-strain curve for 

normal-weight concrete in compression. Concrete is a common building material because of its strong 

compressive strength. The stress-strain curve offers important insights into the initial linear behavior, peak 

strength, and post-peak behavior of concrete under increasing compressive pressures. The stress-strain curve for 

normal-weight concrete in compression is discussed in this article along with its construction, typical shape, and 

importance to structural design and analysis. 

Construction of the Stress-Strain Curve: Laboratory testing utilizing cylindrical specimens is used to construct 

the stress-strain curve for normal-weight concrete under compression. Usually, these specimens are cast and 

cured following ASTM C39 or EN 12390-3 standards. Using a hydraulic testing apparatus, compressive loading 

is applied to the specimens, with the load increasing steadily until failure. 

The test involves measuring the axial load that is applied and the axial strain that results from that load. Using 

strain gauges, extensometers, or displacement transducers, the change in length of the specimen is measured to 

estimate the axial strain. By dividing the applied load by the specimen's cross-sectional area, the stress is 

computed. 

A stress-strain curve can be created by plotting the stress values on the y-axis and the matching strain values on 

the x-axis. The curve normally begins at zero stress and zero strain at the origin and continues till failure. 

Typical Stress-Strain Curve Shape: 

Normal-weight concrete's stress-strain curve in compression often shows the following characteristic regions: 

a. Elastic Region: The stress-strain curve is roughly linear in the elastic area, illustrating the elastic 

response of the material. Low stress causes concrete to act elastically, and Hooke's Law governs the 

connection between stress and strain. The elastic modulus, also known as the modulus of elasticity or Ec, 

is represented by the slope of this linear part of the curve. 

b. Yield Point: The stress-strain curve departs from linearity as the applied stress rises, signaling the start 

of plastic deformation. The yield point or proportional limit is the frequent name for this moment. The 

yield point in normal-weight concrete is not clearly defined, and the curve gradually enters the post-yield 

area. 

c. Strain Hardening: The stress-strain curve displays strain hardening behavior beyond the yield point. 

The curve keeps rising, indicating that stress levels rise as strain does as well. This tendency is frequently 

seen in concrete mixtures with high strengths or in concretes that contain additional cementitious 

elements. In normal-weight concrete, the strain hardening region is quite brief. 

d. Peak Strength: The highest stress concrete can withstand under compression is the point at which the 

stress-strain curve reaches its peak strength. The compressive strength or characteristic strength of 

concrete, abbreviated is another name for peak strength. It is a crucial design factor for structures and 

indicates the material's maximum compression strength. 

e. Post-Peak Behavior: The stress-strain curve shows a slow decline in stress with increasing strain after it 

reaches the peak strength. The development and spread of fractures within the concrete are linked to this 

post-peak behavior, which lowers the concrete's capacity to support loads. Strain softening, in which the 

stress lowers as the strain increases, is what defines the post-peak phase. 

Importance in the design and analysis of structures: 

For structural design and analysis, the stress-strain curve for normal-weight concrete in compression has 

important ramifications. It offers helpful details for the following: 

a. Concrete Structure Design: For the construction of concrete structures, particularly those that are 

exposed to compressive stresses, the stress-strain curve is a crucial component. The peak strength on the 

curve, or compressive strength, defines the maximum load-bearing capacity of concrete components such 

as columns, walls, and footings. 

b. Deformation Estimation: Under compressive loads, the stress-strain curve can be used to calculate the 

deflection and deformation of concrete structures. The material's stiffness and capacity to withstand 

deformations within the elastic range are shown by the curve's linear elastic section. 

c. Failure Mode Prediction: The stress-strain curve's post-peak behavior sheds light on the possible failure 

mechanisms of concrete structures. Predicting the progressive breakdown of concrete elements and 
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organizing the necessary reinforcement measures can be made easier by comprehending the drop in stress 

and the emergence of cracks. 

d. Structural Analysis: To mimic the behavior of concrete structures under varied loading circumstances, 

structural analysis techniques like finite element modeling use the stress-strain curve. It assists in 

determining the safety and serviceability limitations of concrete members and precisely predicting how 

they will react to applied forces. 

Influences on the Stress-Strain Curve 

Several factors, such as the following, affect the pattern of the stress-strain curve for normal-weight concrete in 

compression: 

a. Mixture Ratios: The stress-strain relationship is influenced by the ratios of cement, aggregates, water, 

and admixtures used in the concrete mix. Concrete's compressive strength, elasticity, and ductility can all 

be impacted by changes in mix design. 

b. Water-Cement Ratio: The strength and behavior of concrete are greatly influenced by the water-cement 

ratio. The shape of the stress-strain curve is often impacted by higher strengths and more brittle behavior, 

which are generally caused by lower water-cement ratios. 

c. Aggregate Properties: The size, shape, and gradation of the aggregates have an impact on the stress-

strain response. Higher strengths and more ductile behavior are influenced by well-graded aggregates 

with strong interlocking properties. 

d. Curing Conditions: The temperature and humidity during the curing process have an impact on the 

strength development and general behavior of the concrete. Achieving the necessary compressive 

strength and reducing fluctuations in the stress-strain curve depend on proper curing. 

Age of Concrete: The stress-strain curve can also be affected by the age of the concrete at the time of testing. 

Concrete hydrates over time to become stronger, and the age of the concrete can affect how the curve looks. the 

concrete's behavior under compressive stresses can be inferred from the stress-strain curve for normal-weight 

concrete. For structural design, deformation estimation, failure mode prediction, and concrete structure analysis, 

it is essential to comprehend the curve's features and shape. The curve's shape is influenced by variables like mix 

proportions, the water-to-cement ratio, aggregate characteristics, curing conditions, and concrete age. Engineers 

can create concrete structures that can handle expected loads, guarantee structural integrity, and exceed 

performance standards by taking the stress-strain curve into account. 

Equations for Compressive Stress–Strain Diagrams 

A graphical description of the behavior of materials under compressive loads is provided by compressive stress-

strain diagrams. The correlation between the applied compressive stress and the accompanying strain is shown in 

these diagrams. Various equations are frequently used to describe and analyze compressive stress-strain behavior, 

even though the shape and properties of the stress-strain curve change depending on the material. Some of the 

most used formulae for compressive stress-strain diagrams are presented in this article. 

Linear Elastic Region: When a material exhibits linear elastic behavior, Hooke's Law governs the connection 

between stress and strain. According to Hooke's Law, the strain () and the stress () have a direct proportional 

relationship. 

σ = E * ε 

Where is the compressive strain, is the compressive stress, and E is the modulus of elasticity (also called Young's 

modulus). The material's behavior is assumed to remain linearly elastic in this equation, and the deformation is 

assumed to be within the elastic limit. 

Nonlinear Stress-Strain Relationship: When subjected to compressive stresses, materials often display 

nonlinear stress-strain behavior outside of the linear elastic zone. To represent this behavior, several empirical 

equations have been created. The Ramberg-Osgood equation, written as = E * + (y - E * y) * (/ y) n, is the most 

frequently used formula. Where denotes the compressive stress, E denotes the elastic modulus, denotes the 

compressive strain, y denotes the yield stress, y denotes the yield strain, and n denotes a constant unique to the 

material. By including additional variables outside of the linear elastic area, the Ramberg-Osgood equation 

captures the nonlinear behavior of materials. The strain hardening effect is accounted for by the term (y - E * y), 

whereas the stress departure from linear elastic behavior is represented by the term (y - E * y). Concrete is one 

example of a brittle material that exhibits a sudden decline in stress after attaining its maximum strength. The 

modified Hognestad equation, a more complex equation, is used to explain this behavior: 
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σ = f'c * [(ε / εc) - (ε / εc) ^ 2] 

Where denotes the compressive stress, denotes the material's characteristic compressive strength, denotes the 

compressive strain, and c denotes the constant strain value at which the stress starts to diminish. The modified 

Hognestad equation offers a more accurate depiction of the behavior of brittle materials like concrete because it 

takes into account the abrupt stress decrease that occurs after the peak strength is reached. After the peak 

strength, the stress-strain curve may display strain-softening behavior, in which the stress reduces as the strain 

increases as a result of the initiation and spread of fractures. Several hypotheses, including the exponential-

softening model and the linear-softening model, have been put forth to explain the post-peak behavior. For these 

models to effectively represent the post-peak stress-strain relationship, additional parameters and differential 

equations are required. 

It's crucial to remember that the simplified versions of the complex stress-strain behavior of materials under 

compression are depicted in the equations presented here. Materials' real behavior can change depending on 

several variables, including composition, microstructure, and loading circumstances. To adequately explain their 

compressive stress-strain behavior, many materials may need particular constitutive models or material 

characteristics. The compressive stress-strain behavior of materials is typically described by several equations, to 

sum up. Hooke's Law governs the linear elastic area, but the Ramberg-Osgood equation can be used to 

empirically explain nonlinear behavior. The modified Hognestad equation takes into consideration the abrupt 

stress reduction that occurs after the peak strength is reached for brittle materials. More intricate models 

incorporating differential equations and extra parameters can be used to explain post-peak behavior. These 

equations are crucial for structural design, analysis, and forecasting of the behavior of materials under 

compressive loads because they offer insightful information into the compressive stress-strain relationship. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Concrete stress-strain curves are essential tools for comprehending and analyzing the mechanical behavior of this 

popular building material. These curves offer important information on the stress and deformation responses of 

concrete to applied forces. The selection of materials, structural design, and performance assessment are only a 

few concrete engineering applications where the stress-strain curves are crucial. For concrete, the stress-strain 

curves in tension and compression show different features. Concrete is brittle and has limited tensile strength 

when it is under stress, which causes a short, sharp curve with minimal to no plastic deformation. To increase the 

tensile strength of concrete elements, this behavior calls for the introduction of reinforcing. Concrete is renowned 

for having a high compressive strength. For concrete under compression, the stress-strain curve normally starts 

linearly elastic, then strain hardens, reaches its peak strength, and then exhibits post-peak behavior. The material's 

stiffness and capacity to withstand deformation within the elastic limit are represented by the linear elastic region. 

The highest compressive stress that concrete can withstand before failing corresponds to the peak strength. 
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